ABSTRACT: This article describes and discusses a phenomenon I call the Satsang network, a group of Westerners claiming to have reached enlightenment. Several of these persons spent many years with the controversial guru, Osho; hence, I argue that one way of understanding the Satsang network is as a post-Osho development in which satsang holders become an example of how charismatic leaders emerge from institutionalized religious movements. Also discussed are the construction, confirmation, and social support of the enlightenment process; the alteration of meanings when Eastern concepts are interpreted from a Western perspective; and ways in which certain core teachings in the Satsang network mirror key processes of current globalization.
world and the divine, 4 he taught that there was no reason to renounce the material world. 5 In Hinduism, traditional sannyasa involves world renunciation, but in the Osho movement sannyas 6 is defined as spiritual renunciation; no outer changes are needed, only a changed mind. Therefore a sannyasin in the Osho movement does not need to, or even should not, renounce any desires. 7 Osho died in 1990. After his death, some of his disciples began to visit Poonjaji (1910-97) , affectionately called Papaji in honor of an Indian guru who had been a disciple of Ramana Maharishi . At the intersection of these two traditions, several of the former Osho disciples were said to have experienced "enlightenment" and became spiritual masters in their own right.
In this article, I first discuss the definition of the Satsang network, as I have chosen to call it, and then briefly describe its meaning system or "world"-the reality it inhabits. 8 Then I discuss the development of this network considering theories of revival and reform following the death of the charismatic leader and institutionalization of new religious movements. I argue that at least one way of understanding the Satsang network is as a post-Osho protest and reform movement, with new charismatic leaders.
In the second and main section I focus on three related issues:
1. Enlightenment as a social process. I investigate how enlightenment is constructed, confirmed and supported through social processes. I argue that enlightenment can be understood as a redefinition of one's identity, similar to what happens in a conversion process.
2. The effects of migration on culture characteristics. I focus on some characteristics of Eastern origin in the Satsang network, and argue that as they are understood and interpreted from the perspective of Western culture, the meanings they had in the culture of origin changes.
3. The role of globalization. I argue that globalization is a prerequisite for the development of the Satsang network, and that certain core teachings mirror key globalization processes.
There are several enlightened Westerners in the international Satsang network. Counting only those visiting Sweden in 1999 and 2000, the number comes to more than a dozen. Many others are not coming to Sweden, but hold satsang only in other countries. 9 In my investigation of the Satsang network, I focus on some of the enlightened persons who often visit Sweden: Vasant (male, Norway), Vartman (male, Australia), Susanna (female, Sweden), Shantimayi (female, United States), Rahasya (male, Germany), Arjuna (male, United States), Anamika (female, Israel), and Gopalji (male, Holland). My sources include participant observation, interviews and material on the different Internet homepages of the enlightened persons.
THE SATSANG NETWORK Definition
The Satsang network has no organization of the traditional kind. It has no name. The term "Satsang network" is my own invention. It has no explicit borders as to exactly which spiritual teachers are included and which are excluded. The majority of the satsang holders have a relation to the Osho movement, many of them also to the tradition of Poonjaji, but some are unrelated to either of these. I have three reasons for treating these teachers together.
It is clear from their teachings, vocabulary, and references to certain
Eastern spiritual teachers that there are interconnections among them. The three Eastern gurus at the center are Osho, Poonjaji (with connections to Ramana Maharishi), and Sri Swami Hans Raj Maharaj in Rishikesh, the only one presently living, born around 1925. 10 These three gurus are related only through their followers, the enlightened Westerners, who often refer to at least two of them simultaneously. Western spiritual lineages have also developed; enlightened Westerners themselves have disciples, who in turn have their disciples. At least two Western women and one man, Gangaji, Shantimayi, and Tyohar, have generated their own lineages of enlightened Westerners. 11
2. The enlightened Westerners are also interconnected in that many of their (unenlightened) followers are followers of more than one of them and also accept the others as enlightened teachers.
3. Several of these Westerners tend to appear in the same places, sometimes at the same time, and seem to recognize each other as enlightened. It is quite common that they express respect and appreciation for each other. 12
The Core Teaching of Enlightenment
The core teaching of the Satsang network is that enlightenment is here for everyone at the present moment. The only thing one need do to become enlightened is drop all concepts, ideas and beliefs, even about enlightenment, 13 leave ego behind, 14 leave mind behind, 15 drop the idea of being unenlightened, that something is missing, 16 and give up seeking. 17 In this process, there is a total experience of everything as divine, 18 and a willingness to embrace everything. 19 Beyond the individual mind there is consciousness, nothingness, non-individuality, 20 no sense of self, 21 emptiness, 22 and God or the divine. 23 There is a clear emphasis that everyone is already enlightened-we only have to realize it. 24 
Satsang-The Main Activity
The sacred action above all in the Satsang network is satsang, a traditional activity in the Indian spiritual context, meaning "being with good/righteous companions." Satsang is a sitting together with an enlightened person who usually gives a short speech and then answers questions. All satsangs in the Satsang network are a bit different, each of the enlightened masters having developed his or her own satsang culture and style. However, I consider three features characteristic of the Satsang network:
1. Active participation of the audience. The questioner is invited to sit beside the satsang master, with a microphone, and take an active part in the dialogue. No matter what the original question is about-intellectual questions, if they happen to occur, are never answered but rather laughed at -the attention is soon focused on the questioner and her or his aspiration for enlightenment. The usual procedure, from a ritual perspective, often starts with the questioner talking about a personal problem, and the satsang master pointing to enlightenment as the solution. People talk about their most intimate feelings in front of the audience, sometimes crying or showing other strong emotions. It is natural that only verbally talented people, with no difficulty in speaking about personal matters, appear as questioners.
Entertainment and laughter.
The satsang masters are all professional speakers, knowing how to make satsang a performance in high spirits. It is often great fun to sit in satsang. Sometimes people roar with laughter.
3. Music and dance. The network has its own musicians and composers; in fact, some of the satsang masters are composers themselves and might play a guitar and sing in the satsang, which can at times be interrupted by wild dancing, even by the satsang master. Music and dance are considered important methods of experiencing the present moment fully, dropping thoughts, mind and other unnecessary luggage. The music can be Western with words in English, or westernized Indian mantras.
Satsang Holders: Enlightened Persons
Gods are quite absent in the Satsang network. Functionally, however, the enlightened or awakened persons may be, for the participants, close to gods as defined by William E. Paden: "any superior being that humans religiously engage," or "points at which humans relate to 'the other.'" 25 Paden emphasizes that it is the relationship between the indiFrisk: The Satsang Network vidual and the god that makes the god. 26 Clearly, the enlightened persons occupy a very special position in the network. They are considered to have reached the ultimate spiritual realization. They are the ones holding satsang. Photos, videotapes, and audiocassettes of some of them are sold to the satsang attendees.
At the same time, it is evident that many of the enlightened persons try to minimize their own importance. In satsang, not only "questions" are invited, but also "sharing." Some of the questioners (or sharers) may begin by stating something like, "I see enlightenment/God in you." This attribution is usually deflected by the enlightened person, who might say: "This is called projection. It is all inside you. We did this with Osho for many years" 27 ; or, "Look inside, not at me. There is no transmission here, no guru." 28 Although the possibility of enlightenment by transmission is denied, clearly satsang must be expected to fulfill some kind of similar function anyway -somehow triggering enlightenment in the audience. Anamika says that her goal is to take others to "no mind" or enlightenment. She aims "to share with you your own potential. I cannot teach you. Only show myself." 29 On the websites of enlightened persons, one reads testimonials such as the following:
People expressed again and again the gratitude they felt to Osho for having placed him [Vasant] in our way, for having awarded us with a gift that revoked the living presence of our beloved Master Osho. It was a real privilege for us to be able to have tasted the nectar of a direct satsang or darshan with a being of the carat of Osho. . . .
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At many satsangs, despite the invitation to "share" and the important role taken by the audience, there seems to be a tendency to mock the questioners, an approach which makes the questioner get the worst of it in the dialogues. This is, however, not always the case. Some enlightened persons have a more compassionate and egalitarian approach than others.
The World as Divine
As in the Osho movement, the world is conceived as being divine. Everything is absolutely okay, because all is consciousness or God. 31 We have to accept everything as it is. 32 Arjuna defines enlightenment as the absolute willingness to embrace everything. 33 There seem to be few external rules characteristic of many traditional religions. Several enlightened persons live with their boyfriends or girlfriends, some have children, and some are divorced. Alcohol and tobacco are not condemned. Nothing appears to be seen as "sinful."
The Satsang Network as a Post-Osho Development
A religious movement may develop in different directions after the death of the charismatic leader, with difficulties depending upon what preparations have been made ahead of time. Leadership has to be passed on somehow. 34 Perhaps the easiest solution is to install spiritual successors prior to the charismatic leader's death, although this solution has its own problems. 35 However, the death of the charismatic leader and transition to another power structure always has potential to be problematic for a religious movement. Max Weber related the death of the charismatic leader to the transition from the charismatic structure to the rational or bureaucratic structure. Typical of the charismatic structure is its instability and transitory nature; it has to change towards a rational form and a bureaucratic structure. Normally, this change happens when the charismatic leader dies. 36 This development can be seen in the Osho movement. After the death of Osho, there was no longer a charismatic leader. A group of 21 persons handled the administrative leadership and thus stabilized the movement, which then lost a certain amount of spontaneity and creativity. As Thomas O'Dea observed, a development like this often leads to new movements of protest and reform with new charismatic leaders. 37 Institutionalization in the Osho movement, however, began before Osho left his body, and it expressed itself in several ways. For example, all authorized Osho centers around the world were standardized and had to conduct certain kinds of meditation at specified times of the day. An important but obstructive prerequisite for participation in any activities was certification that one was free from the HIV virus. 38 According to Osho's teachings, anyone may become enlightened. Everyone is in fact born enlightened but dies unenlightened because of the programming of society, religion, and culture. In meditation the ego disappears, and the individual becomes part of the universe, part of existence itself. 39 However, in practice only Osho is considered to have reached enlightenment. Spiritually he has no successor.
The development of the Satsang network, therefore, created a difficult situation for the Osho movement. Besides not having the complicated regulations of the Osho movement, the Satsang network supplied living charismatic leaders. Some recently enlightened persons previously were well-known therapists in the Osho movement who used to travel the world leading therapy groups at Osho centers. One of them, Rahasya from Germany, declared his awakening and then wrote to the world center in Poona offering his services. Part of the response from Poona reads:
Regarding the Multiversity, we have clear guidance from Osho: The Multiversity, and any groups at Osho places, are for therapy and other techniques to help clear the ground for meditation-not for spiritual teachings. [ . . . ] As we see it, this is entering the domain of "the spiritual" and precisely the role of "spiritual guide, teacher, master." The "spiritual role" in Osho places is already full-we don't have any needs or vacancy there.
[ . . . ] Spirituality is Osho's work. He has made it clear that he needs no help in this-in fact, that we have to stay out of it. His effort is to leave us alone with meditation, with no mediator between the meditator and existence. In addition to the above is the situation that along with Osho, you are publicly and in professional correspondence acknowledging Gangaji 40 as contributing to your present state. Associating yourself with another spiritual guide in this way means that you no longer qualify to represent yourself as an "Osho therapist" or to use the title Osho professionally in any way. 41 Rahasya answers: [T] here is a new situation to respond to, that has never been there before, but that has been predicted by our beloved master, when he was saying that hundreds of his disciples will awaken. I am sure that he never meant to keep these people "out." [ . . . ] You ask me to not use the title Osho professionally in any way. Beloveds. Since I met Osho in 1980 and he allowed me to become his therapist in 1983 I stopped making a difference between my private life and my "profession." Everything that this body-mind called Rahasya lived since then, and more and more up until today, is OSHO. Everything that I was teaching as an Osho therapist, exploring on my spiritual journey, and now still teaching as a flower of Osho that has awakened, is Osho. If you ask me not to use Osho professionally, I am very sorry, I cannot lie or deny him just because I do not fit into the institution of Osho which does not have space for his flowers. For me Osho is not and [sic] institution, he is not that small. As I heard him say he is dissolved in HIS people. Yes, now more than ever. When people meet me, they still meet Osho, before Rahasya's awakening and after even more, what can I do? Except shedding tears of gratefulness. Yes, I agree that I am not an Osho therapist anymore, perhaps we have to create a new title-if a title is needed at all: An "Osho flower." But I am totally fine with no title. [ . . . ] Beloveds, pleeeease do not let Osho become a church, it will not work anyway with so many friends awakening, it will be a self destructive device. . . . 42 By 2000, many Osho centers all over the world were closing because of faltering interest. The Satsang network, however, was growing.
ENLIGHTENMENT FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF SOCIAL PROCESSES
Different social realities are constructed, confirmed and supported through social processes. The truth of the state of enlightenment may Nova Religio not be possible to investigate. It is possible, however, to discover the ways in which enlightenment is conceptualized and retold, as well as the different ways in which a group supports the enlightened person. Below, I focus on some of the social processes related to the realization of the enlightened state in the Satsang network.
The Retrospective Story of Enlightenment
The stories of enlightenment-or awakening as it is sometimes called 43 -are often surprisingly vague. In the case of Arjuna, for example, his website simply says:
This search found its fruition in 1991, when Arjuna met his teacher, H. W. L. Poonjaji in India who pointed Arjuna's attention back to the immediate availability of the Self in this very moment. Arjuna lived with his teacher for a year, and in 1992 Poonjaji asked him to return to the West to share this "open secret." 44 In satsang Arjuna explains a little further: "When I met Papaji something unnecessary -a kind of seeking-dropped. What was left had always been here." 45 Concerning Vasant, the information is not much more detailed. His website says that in 1991, after Osho passed away, he experienced a profound inner transformation:
I was no more the one I was yesterday. I had no identification with any personality or ego. The whole past was gone. I was "drowned" in peace, in a deep spaciousness and silence. This was the climax of seeking, the flowering of sannyas, now whatever happened was in the hands of Existence, God.
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Anamika is advertised as being enlightened. It is said that a 1997 traffic accident gave her a first insight, and that the realization was completed later that year when she met her master Tyohar. 47 Anamika says that she seldom wants to speak about her enlightenment, as this information cannot help others to the realization. 48 In satsang, to a direct question whether he thinks he is enlightened, Vartman answers:
I can say yes and no in the same sentence. On 28 December 1997 there was a moment. . . . Since then I recognize consciousness. It is obvious since then that I am consciousness, and I see that everyone is pure consciousness. The seeking to become enlightened stopped. 49 About Gopalji, it is said on his website:
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The day he became forty years old, during his first therapy-group with an Osho therapist, his heart exploded and he knew immediately that "that" was what he truly had been looking for all of his life. During his second group he came into a state of samadhi for the first time: "All contractions disappeared. It was as if I stepped out of my cage: straight from hell to heaven!" This experience lasted about eight months. . . . In 1996, at the feet and through the grace of his Master [Swami Hans Raj Maharaj], awakening happened. 50 As we see, enlightenment is mostly described as one or a series of inner experiences, sometimes very exactly dated. For several of the enlightened persons, the spiritual teacher seems to have been an important catalyst. However, the experience itself, or the circumstances in which it happened, is never much described. Maybe it is too private, or seen as not helpful for the audience. A description of enlightenment could be a barrier for it to happen, or the enlightened persons could have the same problem of describing mystical experiences as many wellknown mystics. Language has its limitations.
Straight questions about whether satsang holders really consider themselves enlightened, and about the details of their enlightenment, rarely occur in satsang. However, questions of this sort sometimes are asked, mainly by people who have not yet learned the culture. 51 Sometimes the question is avoided, 52 but, sometimes it is answered. 53 When answered, a straight "yes" is seldom given. It is emphasized that there has occurred a moment after which everything has changed, a waking up from a dream, 54 but also that even enlightenment is not an unchangeable state, 55 and that even a person who has gone through this change still needs other people as teachers and mirrors. 56
Redefining Oneself as Enlightened
The core teaching of the Satsang network is that we are enlightened already. We only have to drop thinking that we are not. Arjuna said in one satsang that he once said to Poonjaji, his guru, that he did not feel totally awakened but only in the process, and Poonjaji answered that he should never speak or think like that again. "And it was so strong that I have never picked up this thought again." 57 From a sociological perspective, it is clear that becoming enlightened means a redefinition of one's identity. According to Meredith McGuire, "the individual locates himself in a larger social order by means of his meaning system. The meaning system informs the individual what 'kind' of person one is, the importance of roles that one performs, and the significance of being who one is. A meaning system makes sense of one's identity and social being." 58 Redefining oneself as enlightened therefore gives a strong sense of new identity, such as that which emerges in a conversion process. The conversion process involves resocialization, partly consisting of a reshaping of the identity of the individual. 59 Thus, identifying oneself as enlightened could also be seen as internalizing a new identity.
Declaring and Confirming Enlightenment
How do you let others know that you have become enlightened? Is it necessary to let others know?
There might be a number of enlightened persons in the network who do not hold satsang or are known in other ways, considering the relative ease of becoming enlightened and the emphasis on the possibility that everyone may become enlightened. In satsang I have witnessed several questioners who indicated they have had experiences of enlightenment.
There are, however, different ways to make enlightenment known. Rahasya, the former Osho therapist, simply announced his awakening by a fax sent to all Osho centers in the spring of 1999. 60 But the most common way to make enlightenment known is that a recognized enlightened person confirms another's enlightenment in satsang. If this happens, the enlightenment is known in larger circles right from the beginning. This is often how it happened to the satsang holders themselves. Many of them had their enlightenment confirmed by their spiritual master. For more experienced satsang holders, the master is normally Poonjaji or Sri Hans Maharaj. For the less experienced, it could be one of the older Western satsang holders. For example, in a satsang in the summer of 1999, Susanna was confirmed by Vartman to be enlightened and after that started to hold satsang herself.
In the summer of 2000 I witnessed one person being confirmed to be enlightened in Arjuna's satsang. It seemed that this person realized enlightenment in that very moment. Arjuna invited people to make the decision not to postpone enlightenment, to decide for enlightenment now. One woman, a disciple of Osho, chose "no" and went down from the stage. The next person, a woman who just laughed and threw herself on Arjuna's neck, where she stayed in a hearty embrace while music played, never said a word, and it was up to the audience to guess if the embrace was an expression of enlightenment or not. But the third, a man who said he was completely on fire, looked into Arjuna's eyes and, shaking, dropped the microphone.
Arjuna: "Look inside, not at me. There is no transmission here, no guru.
What do you see?" Questioner: "There is no one here." Arjuna: "No, there is no one. This is truth. Find the edge!" Questioner: "There is no edge." Arjuna: "When did it begin?" Questioner: "It was here always." Arjuna: "This is called realization!" I was struck by the formalized, almost ritualized, language. It was apparent that the questioner and the satsang holder were moving in the same symbolic universe, talking the same language, maybe following a more or less given pattern.
Sustaining and Supporting Enlightenment
After the experience of enlightenment comes the challenge of keeping this state. Arjuna clearly states: "After awakening comes the challenge to live life from total freedom. External events are never intrinsically painful/pleasureful. It is the reaction to the external event which is." 61 Clearly, there is an awareness of the importance of redefining one's identity continually to keep the enlightenment. To the man who became enlightened in satsang, Arjuna advised: "You may not feel this way always. There will be moments of ups and downs. This is life." 62 According to Meredith McGuire, group support in the conversion process is important to affirm the new self and meaning system. 63 The same could be said about enlightenment. I was present at one of Susanna's first satsangs, and it was evident that she was strongly supported by several questioners/sharers in satsang. Comments such as, "[y]ou really fill up that place [as a satsang holder]," and "[y]ou do this so well" were common.
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CULTURE MIGRATION AND CHANGES IN A NEW CONTEXT
Religions always change when they migrate to another culture. Historically, different forms of Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity developed as these religions spread to new cultural areas. Some parts of the religion, which go well together with the new culture, become more emphasized, and often also change with reinterpretation, while other parts, which do not go well with the new culture, fade into the background. In the translation of a specific religion to another culture, there is always an element of interpretation. A translation-of the language and the religion-can never be made literally. Something from the original is always lost, and something new is created. 65 The satsang network is the result of a process of translating an Eastern religion into a contemporary Western culture.
Eastern Religion Translated into Western Culture in Historical Context
Eastern religions started to become more widely known in Europe Nova Religio at the end of the eighteenth century, when the first translations of Asian scriptures appeared in the West. During the nineteenth century, Eastern religions slowly began to influence Western religiosity in different forms, the most well-known being Theosophy. Even in the beginning of the twentieth century, few Eastern teachers were available to Westerners, and there were few Eastern spiritual organizations in the West. 66 One of the first, however, was the Hindu Vedanta movement initiated in the United States in 1893 by Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902) . 67 Otherwise, a viable option for those interested was to go to the East. The Englishman Allan Bennett was one of the first Westerners to enter the Theravadin sangha in Burma in 1902. 68 From the period after World War I to the end of World War II, several Eastern teachers came to the West. One example is Swami Yogananda (1893-1952) , who founded the Self-Realization Fellowship (SRF) in the United States in 1920. 69 During this period, also, the number of Westerners entering Eastern traditions in Eastern countries, including India and Japan, increased. 70 Not until after World War II did Westerners start to become established as teachers in Eastern religions. In 1950, Lama Anagarika Govinda (Ernst Hoffman, Germany), the first Western teacher of Tibetan Buddhism, accepted a handful of Western pupils. Swami Yogananda was succeeded, after his death in 1952, by two Americans, and there were also a number of other Western teachers teaching the kriya yoga of Yogananda outside the organizational fold of the SRF. 71 After 1963, the Eastern traditions blossomed as new religious movements in the West. 72 Andrew Rawlinson, former lecturer in Buddhism at the University of Lancaster, emphasizes that this could not have happened without the preparation during the previous 70-80 years. Now, he says, Westerners are at the heart of all Eastern traditions and are extending them. 73 This development is, I think, exactly what we see in the Satsang network.
The Satsang Network: Eastern Features Translated into Western Culture
Essential features in the Satsang network have their origins in the Indian advaita (nondual) philosophy. In the migration of cultural elements from one culture to another, it is natural that features that make sense in the new culture are emphasized, but as they are understood and interpreted from the new culture's perspective, the meaning they had in the culture of origin may be altered. I will now examine some features of Eastern origin in the Satsang network, and focus on how they may have been reinterpreted in the Western context, and why.
One essential feature in the Satsang network is the concept of the sacred self, expressed as "consciousness," "nothingness," "emptiness," or Frisk: The Satsang Network "God within the human being." According to advaita, the innermost being of the person is divine, of the same identity as brahman, the supreme power and absolute reality in the universe. In the meeting with the West, this teaching had to interact with the Western secular understanding of the human self. Much under the influence of twentieth-century psychological currents, Western value of the individual human being has grown tremendously. At the intersection of Eastern and Western cultures, personal development has achieved ultimate importance. The core teaching in the Satsang network is to leave the personal mind behind, but in practice this teaching may seem ambivalent because stress is also placed on intense experiences, intimate relations, and therapeutic work with, for example, one's "inner child" or different problem-solving methods like Byron Katie's "The Work." 74 The sacred self has, to a certain extent, become the sacred individual personality (as also in the Osho movement and different New Age orientations, for many of the same reasons).
Another important feature in the Satsang network, salient in advaita philosophy as well as Zen Buddhism, is the emphasis that enlightenment is already here: we only have to realize it. Traditionally, however, this has not been considered an easy process, and enlightenment is usually not considered to have happened very often. George D. Chryssides touches on this subject when he notices that Western Buddhists often aspire to nirvana, the final liberation, while this is seldom the case in the East, where other religious goals are emphasized. Chryssides suggests that the notion that one should spiritually aim for the top is characteristic of Christianity. Salvation, eternal life, or the kingdom of God are in Christianity not goals reserved for a few adepts, but for all. Therefore, it seems reasonable for the Westerner to aim at achieving the highest aspiration. 75 The Satsang network could be interpreted in the same light. The ease of realizing enlightenment in the Satsang network is striking. Watching the individual becoming enlightened in Arjuna's satsang, I noticed similarities to Christian, especially Evangelical, environments.
Spiritual aspirations in India are often associated with world renunciation, although a few people also combine householder lives with spirituality. In the West, however, especially in Protestant countries, world renunciation has no historical tradition at all. In combination with more secular cultural features and material abundance during the last decades, an ideal of world renunciation has for most Westerners seemed increasingly absurd. Contemporary religious movements proclaiming world renunciation do not meet much success. In the Satsang network, all the enlightened persons live "in the world." The possibility of world renunciation or celibacy is not even discussed.
Finally, in the East there has always been a traditional hierarchical relationship between spiritual teacher and disciple. When Eastern movements migrated to the West, this feature was subject to much criticism. "Guruism" was never popular in mainstream Western culture, where equality, democracy, and equal rights for everyone have been indisputable values. In the Satsang network, the enlightened masters are still there, but the notion that everyone is already enlightened, and that there is no difference between the realized and the unrealized one, has practical implications which it never had in the East. As we have seen, satsang may involve more "sharing" than "questioning," and the enlightened persons are not always willing to play the role of guru. There is, however, ambivalence here: the whole concept of satsang builds on the notion that the enlightened persons can share something the others do not yet have. Still, the concept of equality is present in the Satsang network to a much greater extent than in Eastern contexts.
The concept of equality also has implications for the sex ratio in the Satsang network. Of the eight enlightened persons discussed here, three are female. Female spiritual teachers have traditionally existed to a much lesser degree in the East than in the contemporary West. As Eastern spiritual cultures migrate to the West, female spiritual teachers generally appear to a greater degree. 76 Catherine Wessinger notes that the meeting of the Western social expectation of the equality of women and men, with a deemphasized male divine characterized by some imported Asian concepts of God, gives new opportunities for women to become religious specialists. 77 
GLOBALIZATION
Advanced communications in the modern world have given rise to the phenomenon of globalization, meaning the world is increasingly considered "one place" with an increasing flow of meanings, people, and goods between different regions. 78 Globalization has affected religion in many important ways, one of which is the growth of so-called transnational cultures without a clear anchor in any one territory. The Satsang network is an example of this.
The Combining of Different Traditions
Andrew Rawlinson claims that there is a Western expression of Eastern religious teachings, and that two related features are characteristic of this development.
1. Concerning, for example, Buddhism, there are many particular traditions in the East with little reference to other Buddhist traditions. In the West, however, there has been a tendency to attempt to create a gen-eral, universal Buddhism, with little concern for the different particular traditions. 79 An example is the non-traditional vipassana sangha, made up of an international group of Western teachers of vipassana meditation. The vipassana sangha is almost an entirely lay phenomenon, not following any set of rules, and a relatively high proportion of the vipassana teachers are women, a phenomenon unthinkable in the Theravada tradition. 80 Perhaps this tendency can be seen as picking only that which, from the Western perspective, seems important and appears to unite the Buddhist traditions. From other cultural perspectives, this way of practicing Buddhism may be completely unacceptable.
2. In the West, several of the Eastern religious traditions appeared in the same place, and because of that they could easily be compared. 81 Therefore Westerners are making comparisons in a way Easterners did not. This situation has, according to Rawlinson, given rise to "experiential comparative religion." 82 Experiential comparative religion can exist as a genuine movement only in a place where there are enough religious traditions to experience in the first place. 83 Westerners are asking questions of the Eastern traditions because the coming together of these traditions is occurring in the West. But far more significant, it is Westerners who are answering these questions as well. Westerners know from their own experience that several traditions can work side by side, and they put them together. 84 "Experiential comparative religion" can, of course, be said to have existed wherever religions meet, but never so much as it does in the contemporary globalized world.
Irving Hexham and Karla Poewe discuss this as well when they remark that new religions consist of fragments of different traditions, and that new religions selectively combine aspects of many traditions to create new cultures. Hexham and Poewe also note that in new religions several cultures coexist "in the individual experience." 85 Increasingly dense contacts between different cultures, or growing globalized conditions, may have different outcomes, but one of the most important outcomes is universalist tendencies. This was demonstrated to a great extent by some of the Western and Eastern religious movements already during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and was continued by the Osho movement in the 1970s. Osho was well known for talks and lectures inspired by different religious traditions, pointing to different religions as different ways to the same spiritual goal.
In addition to universalist assertions that there are no distinctions between any of the religions, in the Satsang network there is a mixture of elements from different religions to an even greater extent than in the Osho movement. Apart from blending with portions of Western culture, elements from different religions (mainly Hinduism and different Buddhist traditions) are mixed to the extent that it would be clear to few people visiting the websites of the enlightened masters that there is a mixture. On the website of, for example, Shantimayi, Hindu and Buddhist concepts appear side by side. Besides being initiated by a Hindu guru and teaching the Hindu Gayatri mantra, Shantimayi uses Buddhist terms and refers to Buddhist scriptures. 86 Bhajans-Hindu devotional songs-are defined as songs from many spiritual traditions. 87 Norwegian sociologist of religion Pål Ketil Botvar speaks about "unconscious syncretism" as occurring when people combine elements from different religions without knowing or caring from which religion they come, and thus they are not aware of any contradictions. 88 Thus new traditions are created with little awareness of origins. I think the Satsang network is developing so as to become an example of this. Several of the enlightened persons practiced Buddhism before they became enlightened and thus have personal experiences in more than one religion. 89 
The Importance of Relativization
One of the key terms of globalization is relativization. Globalization sets particular societies in a wider system of societies, resulting in the relativization of both societies and individuals. In a globalized context, the norms and values institutionalized within a particular society face the different images of the good society presented by other societies in the world. The global social reality relativizes all particular cultures, including, of course, the religions that form parts of these cultures. Individuals form their religious identity in the knowledge that their religion is only one among several possibilities. 90 The consequence is that the plausibility not only of the traditional religions, but of all religious beliefs, is undermined. This leads, firstly, to a decrease of engagement in traditional religion because it is relativized and can no longer be seen as the absolute truth. Secondly, relativization can be seen as one of the main causes of the great amount of "don't know" and "partly true" answers regarding worldview questions documented in many quantitative studies all over Europe in recent years. In these studies, a great deal of uncertainty regarding beliefs is manifested, but also, I think, an orientation away from "belief religion." People do not believe in religion in the same way as before. 91 "Beliefs" are more conceived as possibilities, "could-be-true." This tendency is probably supported by electronic technology where reality and fiction join in "virtual reality." There are today many realities, not only one.
In the Satsang network, the core teaching is that beliefs should be left behind (at least beliefs of a more traditional kind). Besides the core myth of the possibility of enlightenment for everyone at the present moment, no specific beliefs are encouraged. Nothing can be known as truth. Instead, there is a clear emphasis on personal experience. I think this characteristic of the Satsang network illustrates a paradigm shift in contemporary religion, from belief to experience.
A Global or a Western Culture?
The social anthropologist Ulf Hannertz remarks that transnational cultures are as a whole more marked by some territorial cultures than by others. Most of them are, according to him, in different ways extensions or transformations of the cultures of western Europe and North America and are organized so as to make people from western Europe and North America feel as much at home as possible (by using their own languages, for one thing). 92 In the Satsang network it is clear that, in spite of the mixture of traditions, only certain cultures are involved, and some cultures to a much greater extent. In Sweden, everything in the Satsang culture happens in English, a characteristic so natural that it is never even mentioned, for example, in the information pamphlets. There is no question of translation.
It is clear that certain cultures do not take part in the Satsang network. Examination of the enlightened persons' travel schedules published on the Internet shows that Europe (especially western and southern Europe), the United States, Australia, certain parts of Asia (India, Japan) and certain parts of South America (Brazil, Chile) are represented. The whole of Africa is absent, as are the Arab countries.
CONCLUSION: NEW RELIGIOSITY IN THE CONTEMPORARY WESTERN CULTURE
In this article I have investigated the Satsang network, a new religious phenomenon visible in the West from the 1990s, and discussed a way of understanding this phenomenon as a post-Osho development, illustrating how new charismatic leaders arise from an institutionalized religious movement. I also discussed the understanding of enlightenment within the network, and found that redefinition of one's identity and social support and confirmation may be seen as important parts of the process.
Next, I focused on some characteristics of Eastern origin in the Satsang network, and found that the meanings they had in the culture of origin were altered as they were interpreted from the perspective of Western culture. Examples of these were the alteration of the sacred self to the sacred individual personality; the understanding of achieving enlightenment as a quick and simple process, in expression strikingly similar to Evangelical conversion; the value of world renunciation fading into non-existence under influence of Western materialism; and the understanding of the relationship between the enlightened person and others as non-hierarchical.
Finally, I discussed globalization as a prerequisite for the development of the Satsang network, pointing to its universalist and syncretic tendencies. I argued that the global social reality relativizes all particular cultures, thus undermining the plausibility of all religious beliefs. In contemporary religions there is generally a shift from "belief-thinking" to "possibility-thinking," opening to different possibilities of existential matters, not adhering to specific beliefs.
Alver, Gilhus, Mikaelsson, and Selberg note a contemporary blending of religion and other areas, a blending between sacred and profane. The postmodern self no longer seeks sacredness and freedom from sin, but rather an experience of excitement, closeness, and fantasy. 93 This could well describe the Satsang network. Satsang is both entertainment and emotional closeness, making it difficult to locate a border between sacred and profane. Religion today may be seen, in the wording of these authors, to be "thinly spread all over." 94 Religion, as in the Satsang network, may be present in all parts of life-but thinly, without demands or great investments-and possible to combine with virtually anything else.
